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How do physical interactions with others change our own motor behavior? Utilizing a novel motor learning
paradigm in which the hands of two - individuals are physically connected without their conscious
awareness, we investigated how the interaction forces from a partner adapt the motor behavior in physically
interacting humans. We observed the motor adaptations during physical interactions to be mutually
beneficial such that both the worse and better of the interacting partners improve motor performance
during and after interactive practice. We show that these benefits cannot be explained by multi-sensory
integration by an individual, but require physical interaction with a reactive partner. Furthermore, the
benefits are determined by both the interacting partner’s performance and similarity of the partner’s
behavior to one’s own. Our results demonstrate the fundamental neural processes underlying human
physical interactions and suggest advantages of interactive paradigms for sport-training and physical
rehabilitation.
rom infancy, our motor behaviors are conditioned to respond and adapt to verbal, visual and haptic cues
from other humans. These responses manifest as two types. First, cognitive responses related to the explicit
knowledge of an interacting agent, defined by the so called theory of mind1–5, and second, motor responses
that do not require an explicit interaction with another individual but are driven by the sensory feedbacks
characteristic of an interaction. For example, hearing a scream on the radio makes you feel scared, and tenses
your muscles while looking at a happy face on television implicitly induces a smile on your face. These responses
and the consequent motor adaptations are arguably crucial indicators of the fundamental interactive sensorymotor associations that drive human interaction behaviors6.
However, while human interactions have been systematically studied over the last decades across fields such as
theory of mind1–5, mirror neurons7–9, child development10, observational learning11–13 and joint action14–20, the
relative contributions of the cognitive and motor responses to these behaviors are still largely unclear. This is
particularly true about physical interactions, the understanding of which has developed mainly in the last decade14
due to the technical difficulties associated with the observation and analysis of the key determinant of physical
interaction - haptic feedback14,15.
This study investigates the motor responses and the consequent adaptations that govern physical interactions
between humans. For this purpose, we developed a novel interactive learning paradigm using a dual robot system
in which pairs of individuals are physically connected during a motor task without conscious knowledge of the
connection. In contrast to previous joint action studies14–19, this paradigm enabled us to investigate the reactive
motor adaptations driven by the haptic signals during physical interaction without complications from cognitive
adaptations related to conscious coordination with the partner.
Interestingly, we observed that physical interactions are consistently beneficial to the interacting individuals
and enable them to improve their motor performance both during and after interactive practice. We show that
these benefits are present only in physical interaction with an active partner and cannot be explained by multisensory integration of the visual and haptic sensory information in an individual21. Furthermore, we modulate the
interaction characteristics and partner behavior to show that both the quantitative partner performance and
qualitative performance (or nature) affect the benefits experienced during physical interaction. Our results reveal
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fundamental sensory-motor mechanisms active during inter-personal
physical interactions that are distinct from the cognitive interactive
mechanisms studied previously as theory of mind.

Results
Interaction experiment. Subjects participated as pairs (or dyads) in
our interaction experiment. Each subject held one of two handles of
the dual-robot interface (Fig. 1A) and was provided with continuous
visual feedback of only his own hand position as a cursor on his
monitor. Dyads were required to track a moving target on their
respective screens over 60 one-minute trials grouped in four
sessions of 10, 20, 20 and 10 trials respectively. Though the target
movement changed across trials, the same target was presented for
both subjects in a dyad during every trial. A visuo-motor rotation was
introduced in the two middle sessions (total 40 trials) in which the
cursor movement on the screen was rotated 80u clockwise with
respect to hand movement. The subjects were naı̈ve to this new
environment and had to learn to work in it by practicing the
tracking task.

Each experimental session consisted of an equal number of single
and dual trials. In the single trials each individual performed the
tracking alone, while in the dual trials the robotic interface implemented a virtual (compliant) elastic band (see cartoon of connection
shown in brown in Fig. 1A) that physically connected the hands of
the individuals in a dyad during the tracking task. The sequence of
the trials was pre-determined before the experiment and was
unknown to the subjects. Half of the dyads started with a single trial
while the rest started with a dual trial. The subjects were not informed
on the nature of the forces they experienced in the dual trials and
were not consciously aware of the connection with the partner, as was
verified by a questionnaire at the end of the experiment.
Although the subjects could feel forces on their hands in the dual
trials, the connection compliance allowed them to create their own
independent movement. The relatively large compliance (elastic
band stiffness was either 60, 120 or 180 N/m) also prevented them
from relaxing and letting the forces guide their hand. The subjects
had to actively track the target to perform the task. Our experimental
paradigm thus differed from previous studies14–20 in two aspects.

Figure 1 | (A) Setup: The figure shows a cartoon of the setup used for the experiment. Subjects worked in dyads, each holding a handle of the robot
interface. They tracked a moving red target on their respective monitor with a cursor (white dot) representing their hand position. They had no visual
information of their arm which was covered by the table. The target movement was the same for both subjects in the dyad. In the dual trials, their hands
were connected by a virtual elastic band (represented in brown) such that each subject was pulled towards the hand position of the partner. The subjects
could see their partner but could not see the partner’s hand or monitor. (B) Improvement during interaction: The improvement in task performance in
each subject for each dual trial was plotted against the relative performance of their partner. The dual trial improvement was measured by the change in
tracking error by a subject during a single trial compared to his individual tracking error in the immmediatly preceding dual trial. It is observed that when
connected to a better performing partner (1abcissa), an individual’s performance improved. Interestingly, the individual performance improved even
when connected to a partner with inferior performance in the task (2abcissa). (C) Learning during interaction: The improvement in task performace
(relative to the first trial) across the single trials of the interacting subjects (green trace) in the visuomotor learning sessions was compared to improvement
of task performance by solo subjects (red trace) who never interacted with a partner. Note that the trace combines single trials across subjects such that
each data point and error bar represents single trials made by ten of the (total of 20) subjects. Intermittent interaction enabled significatly higher motor
learning in individuals.
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First, unlike most previous studies which ask subjects to perform a
single task together, subjects in this paradigm performs their own
individual tasks. Second, most previous physical interaction studies
used tasks in which the partners’ limbs were rigidly coupled. In
contrast, the two partners in our experiment could perform their
own task independently while being connected through a compliant
link.
Fig. 1B summarizes the performance, defined as the mean distance
from the target over a trial, of 10 dyads (20 subjects) who participated
in the main interaction experiment. The figure plots the performance
improvement in each subject in the dual trials against the relative
performance of his dyad partner. The positive abscissa plots the dual
performance improvement for a subject when connected to a partner
with superior performance in the task, while the negative abscissa
plots the dual performance improvement when the subject was connected to a partner with inferior performance in the task. We
observed that the performance of a subject in a dual trial improved
when his interacting partner was better than him and that the
improvement increased as the performance of the partner increased
(R 5 0.79, deg. of freedom (n 2 2) 5 198, p , 10211, in first quadrant
of Fig. 1B). Remarkably, there was an improvement in performance
even when coupled to an inferior performer (T(199) 5 28.21, p ,
10211, T-test of data points in second quadrant of Fig. 1B). Therefore,
connection with a partner improved the task performance in an individual irrespective of whether the partner performance was better or
worse than the individual’s own performance.
We next analyzed motor learning by examining the evolution of
single trial performance of subjects across the two middle sessions
where they learned the visuo-motor rotation (green trace in Fig. 1C).
We compared this learning performance to that of a separate group
of solo subjects (red trace in Fig. 1C) who learned the same task for the
same duration but without ever interacting with a partner. It was
observed that subjects achieved significantly better performance if they
intermittently interacted with a partner compared to subjects who
practice the task alone (2 way ANOVA exhibited a main effect of
of solo/interaction conditions, F(1,759) 5 21.86, p 5 3 3 1024; and
main effect of trials F(39,759) 5 21.4, p , 1025).
These surprising results show that the physical connection can
lead to motor adaptations in interacting humans even when they
are unaware of the presence of a human partner. Interestingly, these
adaptations are mutually beneficial. They enable individuals to consistently perform better in their own task (Fig. 1B) during interaction
and also helped them to learn a new motor task better than subjects
who practiced the task alone for the same amount of time (Fig. 1C;
the learning curves of the interacting and solo subjects are presented
in supplementary Fig. S1). In order to determine the key factors that
enable these benefits during interaction, we varied the behavior of the
interacting agent using our robot interface and examined how this
affected the interaction behavior.

interaction experiment. The subjects under force-playback thus
experienced forces of similar magnitude, frequency and target
dependencies as subjects in the interaction experiment, though the
forces were unrelated to their partner’s performance. We observed
that the dual trials in force-playback consistently degraded the
performance of both the interacting partners (dark green trace in
Fig. 2). This behavior was significantly different from that of the
interaction experiment (F(1,552) 5 422.21, p , 10211, 1 way
ANOVA between the black and green trace).
A more plausible explanation for the mutual benefits during interaction is information integration from multiple senses. While in the
single trials the subjects performed the tracking task using only the
visual feedback of the target, in the dual trials they also received
haptic feedback from the partner performing the same task. Their
central nervous system (CNS) can integrate these two feedback signals21,22 and this integration may have been the reason behind the
improved task performance in the dual trials. However, if sensory
integration was indeed the primary cause of the improved performance, then one could suppose that direct interaction with a partner is
not a necessity for performance improvement. Any additional task
relevant haptic information should enable subjects to improve performance in the interaction experiment.
To check this possibility, a second control experiment was performed with a separate group of dyads. In this trajectory-playback
experiment, instead of being connected online to a partner, each
individual was connected, by means of a virtual elastic band similar
to the interaction experiment, to the recorded trajectory (time series
of position coordinates) of a previous solo subject who tracked the
same target alone. Therefore subjects in the trajectory playback

Control experiments. We first verified if the performance improvement in the dual trials was due to the presence of interaction forces
and did not specifically require the forces to be from an interacting
partner. The interaction forces could have led to increased system
stiffness or subject attention, which in turn could have assisted
performance improvement in subjects. An alternative explanation
could be that the subjects monitored the interaction forces and chose
to follow the forces that contribute to improved task performance
while resisting forces that hinder performance. These possibilities
were excluded by the results of a control force-playback experiment
with a separate group of dyads. While dyads in the force-playback
experiment also performed both single and dual trials like the main
interaction experiment, the dual trials in force-playback did not
involve connection to the partner. Instead, in the dual trials each
individual experienced the recorded connection forces from
subjects of a previous dyad who had tracked the same target in the

Figure 2 | Influence of interaction characteristics. The data from the main
interaction experiment (black trace), force-playback control (green trace),
trajectory-playback control (orange trace), target-connect (purple trace)
and expert-connect (blue trace) were plotted in the same format as Fig. 1b.
The positive- abcissa plots an individual’s performance improvement
when connected to a partner with superior performance in the task. The
negative abcissa plots an individual’s performance improvement when
connected to a partner with inferior performance in the task. We compared
the overlapping abscissa between any two partner conditions and observed
the behavior in the control experiments (green and orange traces) to be
significantly different from the interaction experiment. While connection
to the target (purple) or an expert human (blue) were qualitatively similar
to connection to a novice human (black trace), they were still
quantitatively different, indicating that both the performance and nature
of the partner are important determinants of interaction performance in
humans.
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experiment could receive haptic feedback of their partner’s tracking
behavior. Trajectory playback improved the subject performance
(Fig. 2, orange trace, 1st quadrant) when the connected solo subject
was better, though significantly less than in the interaction experiment. However, if the subject was already better than the connected
solo subject, then his performance deteriorated. A 2 way ANOVA
between the main and trajectory playback conditions and relative
partner performance shows the conditions affect the behavior
(F(1,596) 5 171.44, p , 10211), the partner performance affects
the behavior (F(7,596) 5 22.39, p , 10211) and significance interaction (F(7,595) 5 13.15, p 5 8.8 3 10215) in the dual trials. Overall,
this behavior was distinctly different from that of our first interaction
experiment (as shown by the interaction result of the 2 way
ANOVA), demonstrating that the performance improvement during interaction was not a mere effect of multi-sensory integration.
To understand what prevented the dyads in the control experiments from improving as in the interaction experiment we analyzed
which signal was missing in the two control experiments relative to
the interaction experiment. In both control experiments the dyads
received visual feedback as well as relevant force feedback from the
movements of a partner doing the same task. However, force-playback and trajectory-playback presented a one–way connection where
a subject could feel and respond to the actions performed by the
partner, but the partner (who was a previous subject) could not do
the same. In contrast, in the interaction experiment a two-way connection enabled each individual of the dyad to receive both haptic
feedback of their partner’s behavior and haptic reactions from the
partner in response to their own behavior. This two-way connection,
and specifically the partner reaction, seems to be the essential factor
that induced mutual benefits and which was absent in both control
experiments. If so then it would suggest that during physical interactions, individuals have implicit expectations, in terms of the haptic
forces from a partner, even when they are not consciously aware of
his presence.
Effect of partner nature. It is well known that cognitive interactions
between humans are modulated by their expectations of their
partner’s behavior1,2. Although similar expectations have been
suggested to affect physical interactions23,24, evidence in this regard
has remained absent. In order to verify that partner reaction is
indeed a key factor affecting the benefits we observed during
physical interaction first, consistent with previous suggestions25–28,
we hypothesized that the partner would be modeled with behavior
similar to one’s own. In this case we can make two predictions. First,
if particular haptic reactions are expected, then the interaction
behavior should change with the quantitative changes in haptic
reaction forces. Second, the interaction benefits observed in our
study should change with an individual’s ability to model partner
behavior. A human partner should be more beneficial than a nonhuman partner because a human partner can arguably be modeled
more accurately. Furthermore, a human partner using similar
control strategies should be more beneficial than a human partner
using different strategies.
To examine whether, and how, the quantitative characteristics of
the partner reaction affects the behavior, the connection stiffness was
systematically varied in the interaction and trajectory-playback experiments. Differences were observed during interaction with a superior
partner (first quadrant of Fig. S2). While dual performance was
observed to improve with partner performance in each case, improvement in the dual trials was maximal at the connection stiffness of
120 N/m, and less at both higher (180 N/m; 2 way ANOVA revealed
main effect of partner performance F(4,126) 5 43.62, p , 1026 and
main effect of connection stiffness F(1,126) 5 29.35, p 5 2.9 3 1025)
and lower (60 N/m; 2 way ANOVA revealed main effect of partner
performance F(4,101) 5 29.26, p , 1023 and main effect of connection stiffness F(1,101) 5 6.11, p 5 0.01, F(4) 5 29.26, p , 1023) values
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of stiffness. These differences were observed only in the interaction
experiment which involves partner reaction, but not in the trajectory
playback experiment which does not involve a partner reaction.
To examine interaction with a non-human agent, a target-connect
experiment was carried out in which subjects were connected with
the same virtual elastic band as the human interaction experiment
(Fig. 2A), but this time directly to the target. This corresponds to
the control strategy employed during skill training and physical
rehabilitation with robots29. It was observed that, although the target-connect condition provides the best available information on
target position, it produced relatively less improvement in performance than connection to a novice human (compare black and pink
trace in Fig. 2, F(1,207) 5 34.64, p 5 1,5 3 1028, 1 way ANOVA).
The motor control literature has shown that task control mechanisms and accuracy in humans change when one becomes an expert in
a task30. Interaction between subjects with different control strategies
was thus tested in an expert-connect experiment in which dyads were
composed of a novice subject and an expert in the tracking task. The
expert in our experiment could track the target movement with little
error (1.3 cm average single trial error compared to 5.1 cm for
novice subjects). Counter-intuitively, but consistent with our prediction, at any relative performance level, the performance improvement
in the novice subjects due to connection with an expert was less than
with a novice partner (compare black and cyan trace in Fig. 2,
F(1,501) 5 147.92, p , 10211, 1 way ANOVA). Furthermore, even
though an expert made occasional errors (unlike the perfect target
connection), an expert was observed to be better than direct connection with the target (Fig. 2; F(1,305) 5 76.38, p , 10211, 1 way
ANOVA across the target and expert partner conditions).
These results demonstrate that in addition to partner performance
(ordinate of Fig. 2), the nature of the partner’s behavior (black, cyan,
pink traces in Fig. 2) affects the dual trial benefits. While the definition of the behavioral nature of a partner is still unclear, using a
model based analysis (see methods) we confirmed that the performance differences between the novices, experts and the target were not
the cause of the differences observed with changes in partner nature.
On the other hand, movement jerk31 was observed to be different
among the novice, expert and target, and was one of the possible
factors responsible for determining the nature of partner behavior.
Further studies are required to clarify all the factors that determine
the nature of a partner’s behavior.

Discussion
Using a dual robotic system, we created an interaction task in which
the individuals were unaware of the presence of a partner. In our
experimental paradigm, the two partners, could perform their own
task independently while being connected through a compliant link.
This setup enabled us to analyze the effect of motor adaptations
during physical interactions between two individuals practicing a
novel motor task. We showed that a physical connection between
two individuals learning a motor task consistently improves their
performance, regardless of their partner’s performance (Fig. 1B,
black trace in Fig. 2). Furthermore, intermittent connection with a
partner enabled individuals to learn the task better than subjects who
practiced the task alone for the same duration (Fig. 1C). These results
indicate that physical connection enables individuals to attain additional task related information from their partner, a result which is
consistent with the proposal of a haptic channel by a recent study15.
We then demonstrated that the dual trial improvement depends not
only on the relative partner performances (as has also been previously observed in interactive decision making32), but also on the
nature of the interacting partner (see black, cyan, purple traces in
Fig. 2). The improvement of performance is most prominent when
the partners are similar, such that interaction with a human is more
beneficial than with a non-human agent, and interaction with a peer
is more beneficial than with an expert.
4
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Our results have several important implications. First, they indicate
that physical assistance during rehabilitation and training can benefit
from mutually interactive control modalities. A simple physical connection between individuals practicing sports or between patients
during rehabilitation may increase performance more than that
achieved by practicing the task alone for the same time. Furthermore, with robots seeing increased use for stroke rehabilitation and
physiotherapy29,33 it has been a challenge for roboticists to develop
robot behaviors that can assist patients similar to physiotherapists.
Current robot assistance relies on motion guidance where robots guide
and assist the patient’s movement along a predefined trajectory. Our
results predict that robots can improve performance and learning in
patients by providing explicit reactions to patient behaviors during
interaction. Finally, our results show for the first time that, similar to
visual and auditory feedback, haptic feedback can lead to motor adaptations in humans that do not require explicit interaction with a
partner. This result is in agreement with observations of spontaneous
synchrony in brain activity during visuomotor interactions34. The
existence of specific haptic expectations during physical interactions
supports the presence of forward models24 of interacting agents at a
much lower level of motor interaction than previously observed1–4.
Further studies are required to clarify how the motor adaptations we
observed here interact with the cognitive responses by the subjects, but
it is interesting to note that the motor adaptations, driven solely by
haptic feedback during physical interactions, are beneficial to individuals. While the exact mechanism by which the haptic expectation
enables the benefits is still unclear, our results provide possible new
insights into the phylogenesis of motor development; the urge in
children to indulge in interactive games involving physical contact
may correspond to a natural process to increase success in motor tasks
and facilitate learning.

Methods
Subjects and task. 74 subjects, aged 25–42 years, including 34 females, participated in
pairs or dyads in the interaction experiment or in one of four subsidiary experiments.
All participants were right-handed as assessed by the Edinburgh Handedness
Inventory (Oldfield, 1971). The subjects gave informed consent for their participation
in the experiments which were conducted according to the principles in the
Declaration of Helsinki and approved by the ethics committee at Advanced
Telecommunication Research Institute (http://www.atr.jp/). Table 1 summarizes the
subject distribution and experiments. The dyads carried out planar arm movements
with the dual robotic interface (Fig. 1A). Each subject held a manipulandum handle
under the table and the room light was switched off so that the moving arm was not
visible during the experiment. The subjects were provided with visual feedback of his
hand position by a cursor on an individual computer screen in front of him. Each
subject could see the other person sitting in front of him but could not see the hand
movements or computer screen of the partner.

The subjects tracked a moving target on the visual screen in consecutive 60-second
trials. After each trial, the target was switched off and the hand position was passively
returned to the center of the screen by the manipulandum followed by the start of the
next trial after a short 20–30 second break. The target movement was defined (in cm)
by the multi-sine function
x~3sinð1:8t Þz3:4sinð1:8t Þz2:5sinð1:82t Þz4:3sinð2:34t Þ
y~3sinð1:1t Þz3:2sinð3:6t Þz3:8sinð2:5t Þz4:8sinð1:48t Þ

ð1Þ

The trial time (t) was defined over a period of 0–80 seconds from which a period of 60
seconds was randomly chosen for each trial:
t[½ti , ti z60$, 0vti v20

ð2Þ

The target movement was thus different in each trial and did not repeat during one
trial. This helped prevent fast learning of the target movement by the subjects.
The tracking task required hand movements over a circular workspace with a
30 cm diameter with average and maximum hand speeds of 0.18 m/s and 0.38 m/s,
respectively. In every trial, both individuals of a dyad tracked the same target.
Each dyad performed 4 sessions of 10, 20, 20 and 10 trials with a five minutes rest
between sessions. In the second and third sessions, a clockwise visual rotation of 80u
was introduced between the subject hand movement and the cursor movement on the
screen (visuo-motor rotation). This learning paradigm allowed analysis of the
interaction effect in subjects with different levels of motor skill.
The concept of visuo-motor rotation was explained to the subjects before the
experiment. The subjects were told that the aim of the experiment was not to find out
the angle of rotation but to track the target. The subjects were asked not to stop and
think but learn the rotation using smooth and continuous movements. To prevent
competitive behaviors, the two subjects were told that they work on the same task but
that it was a non-competitive task. Individuals of every dyad were chosen of the same
gender in order to prevent any gender-related effects.
The entire experiment lasted little more than 2 hours including time for the
instructions, breaks of about 20 , 30 seconds between trials and longer breaks of
about 3–5 minutes between sessions. The subjects performed the tracking task for
60 min (60 trials 3 1 min) within this 2 hour period.
Dual trials. In all but the solo experiment, each session included 50% dual trials
distributed across the sessions in which the partners were haptically connected to
each other. Subjects were informed about the dual trials as random trials ‘‘involving
some external forces that would sometimes help the task and sometimes disturb it.’’
They were not given any explicit information about the connection.
Different connection conditions were used in the different experiments:
In the dual trials of the main interaction experiment, each partner’s right hand was
connected with an elastic force
!
"
!
"
!
"
FSx
x_ P {x_ S
xP {xS
~K
zD
ð3Þ
FSy
y_ P {_yS
yP {yS
produced by the manipulandum controlled at 2 KHz, where FSx and FSy are the x and
y forces experienced by a subject at position (xS,yS) when the partner is at position
(xP,yP). The stiffness K was set as either 60 N/m, 120 N/m, or 180 N/m (Table 1). A
small damping D 5 7 Ns/m was used in all experiments. The origin of the coordinate
frame of each subject coincided with the center of the display screen such that if the
two partners moved along the same trajectory in their respective coordinates they
would experience zero force, while if one moved away from the other’s position, both
experienced an elastic force toward the other.

Table 1 | Experimental conditions
Details
Experiment name
novice-novice Interaction

No of subjects (dyads)

Solo

10 (5)
6 (3)
4 (2)
10 (5)

Force-playback

10 (5)

Trajectory-playback
Expert-connect

6 (3)
4 (2)
4 (2)
10 (connected to experts)

Target-connect

10 (connected to target)

4 sessions of 10, 20, 20, 10 trials; visuo-motor rotation of 80u in the two sessions of 20 trials
Dual trials in each session with K 5 120 N/m
Dual trials in each session with K 5 180 N/m
Dual trials in each session with K 5 60 N/m
Solo subjects practiced in pairs for the same time period as subjects in other experiments,
but were never connected to their partner. The trajectory data from the pair was used
as playback in the trajectory-playback experiment.
Dual trials with playback of forces experienced by a previous dyad during an interaction
experiment with same trajectory and K 5 120 N/m
Dual trials with forces calculated from the trajectory of solo subjects, K 5 120 N/m
Similar procedure with K 5 180 N/m
Similar procedure with K 5 60 N/m
Dual trials in each session with K 5 120 N/m in which a subject was connected
to an ‘expert’ who tracked the same target without visuo-motor rotation
Dual trials in each session with K 5 120 N/m in which a subject was connected directly
to the tracked target
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In the dual trials of force-playback control experiment, the two subjects performing
the experiment were not connected together (as in the interaction experiment), but
the robot applied (played back) connection forces recorded while a previous dyad
performed the interaction experiment tracking the same target movement.
In the dual trials of the trajectory-playback experiment, each subject was connected
to the recorded trajectory of a solo subject who had performed the experiment with the
same target trajectory, but without ever connecting to a partner. That is, the partner’s
current position (xP,yP) in Eq. 3 was replaced by (xl,yl), the recorded position time
series of a solo subject. Similar to the interaction experiment, three groups of dyads
participated in trajectory-playback, and experienced an elastic connection with
stiffness K 5 60 N/m, 120 N/m or 180 N/m, respectively.
In the target-connect experiment, the subjects were connected directly to the target
in the dual trials with a stiffness of K 5 120 N/m, effectively providing ‘perfect’
guidance by the robot. That is, the partner’s current position (xP,yP) in Eq. 3 was
replaced by (xt, yt), the current position of the target.
Finally, in the expert-connect experiment, while the subject and experimenter were
connected in the same way as in the interaction experiment, the expert tracked the
same target in a normal (non-rotated) environment. Furthermore, due to previous
exposure, the expert was also familiar with the target movement patterns and produced an average single trial error of 1.3 cm compared to 5.1 cm by novice subjects.
All experts were naı̈ve to the purpose of the experiment. However, we tested effect of
the expert’s knowledge of interaction. In 5 dyads both the expert and the novice were
unaware of the interaction with each other while in the other 5 dyads only the expert
(and not the novice) was made aware that he interacts with the partner. We found no
significance differences in the benefits observed in the novice in the two groups
(p 5 0.70, 2-way ANOVA) and therefore combined the data from both groups in
Fig. 2.
Trial sequence. The experiment consisted of a total of 30 single and 30 dual trials
distributed over four sessions. We utilized either of two predetermined random trial
sequences across all dyads. Each sequence consisted of an equal number of single and
dual trials in each session. One sequence started with a single trial in each session and
was used for roughly half of the dyads in the interaction, force-playback, expertconnect and target-connect experiments. The other dyads in these experiments
started the sessions with dual trials and an inverted sequence formulated by
interchanging the single and dual trials of the first sequence. All subjects for the
trajectory-playback experiment started with a single trial due to safety considerations.
The two sequences used in our experiments were
SEQUENCE-1: {SDS DS SDDSD},{SSDDS DS DSDDSSDSSDDS DSSDDS DS
DSDDSSDSSDDSD}, {SDS DS SDDSD}, and
SEQUENCE-2: {DS DSDDS SDS},{DDS SDS DS DSSDDSDDS DS DDS SDS DS
DSSDDSDDS DS},{DS DS DDSSDS}, where the middle two sessions with visuo
motor rotation have been shown grouped together.
Questionnaire. At the end of the experiment, each subject was asked three questions:
.
.
.

‘‘Did you realize what the connection forces were?’’
‘‘Did you perform better in the presence or absence of interaction forces?’’
‘‘Did you feel fatigue during the experiment?’’

Across the interaction, force-playback, trajectory-playback and expert-connect
experiments, only two of 54 subjects realized what the connection forces represented.
All but these two subjects indicated that they were completely unaware of the connection to the partner. Interestingly, all subjects believed they performed worse in the
dual trials when there were external forces, though the results indicated a performance improvement in the dual trials of some experiments. These results were different
in the target-connect experiment. Most subjects in the target-connect experiment
realized that they were being pulled toward the target. All felt that the dual trials were
easier to perform.
In all of the experiments, the subjects confirmed that they did not feel fatigue.
However many subjects complained that their eyes became tired due to the continuous concentration on the moving target.
Plots and statistics. The performance of each subject was measured as the mean
distance between the subject position and the target across every trial (recorded at
2 KHz). To evaluate how interaction affects each individual, the tracking error from
each subject in every single trial was compared to the error in the previous dual trial.
The difference of the two indicated the improvement experienced by the subject when
connected to a partner.
It should be noted that we compare with the previous and not subsequent dual trial
in order to counter the effects of motor learning on the performance improvement
measured through our experiment. Using the previous dual trial in quantifying the
improvement resulting from the connection thus represents a conservative estimation of the improvement excluding learning. The actual improvement due to the
interaction is in fact larger than what we measure.
The average improvement in each dual trial was plotted against the difference of
the single trial performance between the partners in Fig. 1B. The positive abscissa
shows the improvement in a subject when interacting with a partner who was better in
the single trial, while the negative abscissa represents the performance improvement
in a subject when interacting with a partner who demonstrated inferior performance
than him in the single trial. As we compare a single trial to an immediately previous
dual trial, we isolated pairs of dual followed by single (DS) trials in the trial sequence
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presented to each subject. SEQUENCE-1 provides 22 DS pairs (shown in bold in the
sequence above) and SEQUENCE-2 yields 18 pairs. Therefore, in total we get 22 3 10
points from 10 subjects (5 dyads) and 18 3 10 points from the other half of the
subjects. Fig. 1B thus has 400 points in total. The average of these points across bins of
1 cm on the abscissa is shown by the thick black trace in Fig. 1B which is redrawn in
Fig. 2.
To evaluate the improvement in an individual’s task performance after interaction
(their skill level), we examined the average decrease in task error through the single
trials in the interacting subjects (green trace in Fig. 1C) and compared this to the error
of a separate group of solo subjects (red trace in Fig. 1C) who performed the same task
without ever interacting with a partner. As the two trial sequences (see Trial sequence
subsection) were made by interchanging the single and dual trials between them, each
green data point and error bar in Fig. 1C corresponds to ten (of the 20) subjects. One
way ANOVA across the trials and the interaction condition was used to exhibit the
improvements due to interaction.
A procedure similar to Figure 1B was used to quantify the improvement in the
force-playback (green trace in Fig. 2), trajectory-playback (orange trace in Fig. 2),
target-connect (purple) and expert-connect (cyan) experiments respectively. For the
force playback plot, the previous subject whose experienced force was played back,
was regarded as the ‘partner’. Note that in the case of the target-connect and expertconnect experiments, the novice subject was the ‘inferior performer’ as the partner
was either an expert or that target itself, and the data from the novice thus resides
predominantly in the positive abscissa. A 1-way or 2-way ANOVA was utilized to
compare each experiment with the novice-novice experiment. In order to avoid any
bias in the results due to the difference in the abscissa spreads across experiments,
only the data with overlapping abscissa were considered while comparing any two
experiments.
In addition, we conducted a model-based analysis to evaluate how the improvements are affected by the absolute performance levels of the partners in relation with
the partner’s nature (black, purple, cyan traces). The improvement I was regressed as
a linear weighted summation of the difference in partner performance D (abscissa of
Fig. 2) and the partner performance error E, as well as functions Fj of the partner
nature, where j is one of the subscripts p 5 peer novice, t 5 target or e 5 expert:
I~aDzbEzcp Fp zct Ft zce Fe , a,b,cp ,ct ,ce w0

ð4Þ

Three different function types (Fj) were examined to represent the partner nature:
.
.
.

Indicator functions {dp, dt, de} on the set {p, t, e} such that dp(p) 5 1 for peer novice
partner, dp(t) 5 0, dp(e) 5 0, and similar for dt and de.
The products {dp ED, dt ED, de ED} of the performance and difference of performance
The squares of performance differences {dp D2, dt D2, de D2}

The best least-square fit was obtained using the squares of performance differences
(R 5 0.83, deg. of freedom (n 2 2) 5 996, p , 1026) indicating that the linear model
composed of this function Fj best represents the improvement data. The resulting
coefficients were:
.
.
.
.
.

a 5 0.195 6 0.018 (95% confidence interval CI)
b 5 0.18 6 0.020 (95% CI)
cp 5 4.295 6 1.613 (95% CI)
ce 5 2.085 6 0.430 (95% CI)
ct 5 1.587 6 0.384 (95% CI)

Overall, we found that each of the variables {E, D, D2} contribute significantly to
explain the variance in the data (F(996) . 35, p , 1e 2 5). Importantly, cp . ce (p ,
0.05, as seen from the CI above) and cp . ct (p , 0.05, as seen from the CI above)
demonstrate that at a given (D,E) value, interaction with a peer novice leads to better
performance than with an expert or target in the tracking task.
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